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ISRAEL - Your Destination for Cyber Innovation

The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute’s (IEICI) Cyber Security Unit

Represents more than 300 Israeli companies in the cyber security field, and works to

maximize the effectiveness of their business engagements with foreign counterparts,

as well as in foreign markets. The unit exposes Israeli capabilities and innovative cyber

security solutions to potential foreign clients and partners, either as stand-alone

solutions or as an overarching tailor-made suite of solutions, accommodating their

specific short and long term needs. To that end, the unit, which plays a key role in the

Israeli ecosystem and is well-acquainted with the needs of the local cyber industry,

holds the most comprehensive and up-to-date database of Israeli-based cyber security

companies.

The unit is a joint venture of IEICI and its major governmental partners, the Foreign

Administration at the Ministry of Economy and the Israel National Cyber Directorate in

the Prime Minister’s Office, leveraging their expertise and national assets in order to

achieve the unit’s and the industry’s objectives.

Ms. Yaara Sabzerou

Manager, Cyber Security Unit

The Israel Export & International Cooperation Institute
yaaras@export.gov.il

mailto:yaaras@export.gov.il
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ISRAEL - Your Destination for Cyber Innovation

Israel’s Foreign Trade Administration in the Ministry of Economy, which is responsible

for managing and directing the international trade policy of the State of Israel, with its

40 plus economic missions throughout the world that are dedicated to facilitating

trade relations and investment opportunities between local companies and Israeli

companies.

The Israel National Cyber Directorate in the Prime Minister’s Office, serves as the

Prime Minister’s and government’s staff, which devises a national cyber defense

policy, promotes its implementation, and provides recommendation on cyber-related

matters. It strives to advance the State of Israel’s leading posture as a global

powerhouse for cyber security-related research and development, by investing

dedicated resources in the Israeli academy, human capital, and cyber security industry.

It enhances the cooperation and synergy between the private sector, the government

and international partners, in order to create a unique and dominant cyber security

ecosystem in Israel.

Ms. Ester Burke
Head of Economic and Trade Mission, Consulate General of Israel in 
Hong Kong
Ester.Burke@israeltrade.gov.il

Mr. Yoav Saidel
Head of Economic and Trade Mission to Singapore at Ministry of Economy 
and Industry, Israel
Yoav.Saidel@israeltrade.gov.il
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Cyber Observer www.cyber-observer.com

Company Profile

Cyber Observer is a single pane of glass cybersecurity eco-system visualization

framework, that delivers comprehensive and critical awareness continuously in

near real-time. Designed for CISOs and senior InfoSec managers (such as CIOs, C-

level managers, Risk Officers, SOC managers and IT Infrastructure personnel), Cyber

Observer empowers leadership with a unified view of their entire cybersecurity

ecosystem. This enables them to easily identify weaknesses, reducing mean-time-

to-detect (MTTD), prevention of breaches, and advancing organizational

cybersecurity posture and maturity

Categories: Intelligence, Incident management - SIEM /SOC, Identity Management and
Fraud, Risk and Compliance (GRC).

Funding Round: A
Amount looking to raise: $5-6M USD
Preferred Investor Type: Investor that invest in the Cyber market



GuardiCore www.guardicore.com

Company Profile

GuardiCore is a leader in data center and cloud security with a particular focus on 

Micro-Segmentation and real-time breach detection within east-west traffic flows, 

analysis and containment. East-west traffic is a huge blind spot in the enterprise 

security infrastructure, making data centers and clouds vulnerable to attacks from 

inside or those that succeed in breaching perimeter defenses. GuardiCore

eliminates this critical security gap. GuardiCore’s solution is specially designed for 

modern data centers and clouds, providing real-time visibility, segmentation, 

detection and response to active breaches, and covering any hybrid mix of on-prem

and cloud based servers, VMs and containers.

Categories: Cloud Security, Risk and Compliance (GRC), Secure ICS and OT,

Perimeter, APT Security and End point protection, Forensic and Analytics



IDRRA www.idrra.com

Company Profile

IDRRA provides an AI powered platform for VRM (vendor risk assessment)

automation for large enterprise as well as security, data protection and privacy

regulation assessments for SMEs

Categories: Risk and Compliance (GRC), VRM (Vendor Risk Management)

Funding Round: Seed/A
Amount looking to raise: $3M USD
Preferred Investor Type: Angel, Private



IntSIghts https://www.intsights.com/

Company Profile

IntSights is redefining cyber security with the industry’s first and only enterprise

threat management platform that transforms tailored threat intelligence into

automated security operations. Our groundbreaking data-mining algorithms and

unique cyber reconnaissance capabilities continuously monitor an enterprise

external digital profile across the surface, deep and dark web, categorize and

analyze tens of thousands of threats, and automate the risk remediation lifecycle --

streamlining workflows, maximizing resources and securing business operations.

This has made IntSights’ one of the fastest growing cybersecurity companies in the

world. IntSights’ has offices in Amsterdam, Boston, New York, Dallas, Tokyo,

Singapore and Tel Aviv.

Categories: Intelligence, Incident management - SIEM /SOC, Risk and Compliance (GRC)



Reblaze Technologies www.reblaze.com

Company Profile

Reblaze offers an all-in-one private virtual cloud-based solution (VPC) that includes 

IPS/WAF, DoS/DDoS protection, bot detection and exclusion, anti-scraping, and 

more. Reblaze monitors and cleanses the traffic before it reaches the customers' 

data-centers. It requires five-minute setup, zero installation, and can be deployed 

even under an attack.

Categories: Cloud Security, WEB and application security.



ReSec Technologies www.resec.co

Company Profile

ReSec introduced it's patented Content Disarm and Reconstruction (CDR)

technology that overcomes the limitations of conventional anti-malware detection.

Focusing on complete prevention, ReSec’s multi-engine solution leaves the original

file outside of the organization’s network and delivers the end-user a threat-free

and fully functional replica of the file in real-time.

Categories: Data protection, encryption and recovery, Cloud Security, Perimeter, 
APT Security and End point protection.

Funding Round: Seed+
Amount looking to raise: $2M USD
Preferred Investor Type: Fund or angel investor - minimum investment of $100k.



VDOO www.vdoo.com

Company Profile

VDOO provides a comprehensive IoT security platform with the following products:

a. Automated Security Analysis and Mitigation - Pre-deployment solution to make

sure the devices are meeting the right security level and helping the device maker

bridge any gaps found. This is conducted at the development stage and can offer

continues analysis as part of CI/CD.

b. Security Certification - Indicate that the devices are meeting the right security

level and communicate it to the network (with reference to relevant security

guidelines, such as METI or MIC).

c. Security Agent – A device-specific agent that ensures ongoing security after the

release of the product, prevent new targeted attacks, reduce the risks of -re-call or

the need for emergency patches.

d. VDOO Quicksand Platform – Designated honeypot system to detect both mass

and targeted (Zero-Day/APT) attacks.

Categories: Mobile and IOT, WEB and application security, Forensic and Analytics



XM Cyber https://xmcyber.com/

Company Profile

XM Cyber provides the first fully automated APT Simulation Platform to

continuously expose all attack vectors, above and below the surface, from breach

point to any organizational critical asset. This continuous loop of automated red

teaming is completed by ongoing and prioritized actionable remediation of security

gaps. In effect, HaXM by XM Cyber operates as an automated purple team that

fluidly combines red team and blue team processes to ensure that organizations are

always one step ahead of the hacker.

Categories: Data protection, encryption and recovery, Risk and Compliance (GRC),
Perimeter, APT Security and End point protection, Breach and Attack Simulation, Threat
Simulation, APT Simulation & Remediation



ZecOps https://www.zecops.com

Company Profile

ZecOps is a cybersecurity automation company located in San Francisco and Tel

Aviv.

ZecOps automate security operations, focusing on automating threat analysis and

Incident Response at scale, with the goal to fully disinfect the organization from

threat actors.

Categories: Cloud Security, Intelligence, Mobile and IOT, Incident management - SIEM
/SOC, WEB and application security, Secure ICS and OT, Perimeter, APT Security and End
point protection, Forensic and Analytics.

Funding Round: A
Amount looking to raise: $12M USD
Preferred Investor Type: Strategic



Company Website Technology Categories

www.cyber-observer.com
Intelligence, Incident management  - SIEM /SOC, Identity 

Management and Fraud, Risk and Compliance (GRC).

www.guardicore.com
Cloud Security, Risk and Compliance (GRC), Secure ICS 

and OT, Perimeter, APT Security and End point protection, 
Forensic and Analytics

www.idrra.com
Risk and Compliance (GRC), VRM (Vendor Risk 

Management)

https://www.intsights.com/
Intelligence, Incident management - SIEM /SOC, Risk and 

Compliance (GRC)

www.reblaze.com Cloud Security, WEB and application security

https://resec.co/
Data protection, encryption and recovery, Cloud Security, 

Perimeter, APT Security and End point protection

https://xmcyber.com/

Data protection, encryption and recovery, Risk and 
Compliance (GRC), Perimeter, APT Security and End point 

protection, Breach and Attack Simulation, Threat 
Simulation, APT Simulation & Remediation

https://www.vdoo.com/
Mobile and IOT, WEB and application security, Forensic 

and Analytics

https://www.zecops.com

Cloud Security, Intelligence, Mobile and IOT, Incident 
management  - SIEM /SOC, WEB and application Security, 
Secure ICS and OT, Perimeter, APT Security and End point 

protection, Forensic and Analytics

OVERVIEW

http://www.cyber-observer.com/
http://www.guardicore.com/
http://www.idrra.com/
https://www.intsights.com/
http://www.reblaze.com/
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https://www.zecops.com/
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